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we’re also the biggest in vegas.  in 2016, we launched the world series of poker.  we brought the
most popular poker tournaments to life, from the wsop main event to the wsop online main event,
and had over $57 million in poker tournament guarantees in 2016 alone. with over 80,000 square
feet of casino-quality poker tables, a full-service cashier, a full-service bar, and free wi-fi for poker
players, the bellagio offers the best online poker experience in vegas.  to get the best rooms, buy-

ins, and promotions, check out our list of the best online poker sites to play at: since 2008,
pokerlistings.com has been the #1 online poker site for players. with the vast majority of

pokerlistings.com players living outside of the us, pokerlistings.com has built a strong brand
worldwide, particularly in europe.  we are a world leader in poker software, with over 70 million

registered users on pokerlistings. nevada and new jersey will be the only u.s. states allowed to offer
the wsop tournament series, with the exception of select states, including massachusetts,

pennsylvania, michigan, and california, which are approved to offer wsop online. participants are
able to play from their home computers or mobile devices, and they do not have to be physically

located in the state in order to play. players in their home state can still play in the tournaments for
prizes, regardless of whether they are physically located within or outside of nevada or new jersey.
this year, the world series of poker online will return to a three-player rotation of states, with the

addition of michigan and pennsylvania, effective immediately. the states will rotate each season in a
rotating order, meaning that one of the three states will play host to the online events in each

season. as a result of the rotation, michigan and pennsylvania will be able to offer six or seven online
events each, while nevada and new jersey will continue to offer 33.
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